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About This Game

MasoMarble is maybe the hardest marble game in the world. 28 levels, only the best players can beat them all.

A controller like the PS4 or XBoxOne/360 controller is highly recommended. The game supports keyboard input, but this
makes the game even more difficult.

Features:
- game is tracking record time for each level

- pixelated retro levels
- nice synthesizer music

System requirements:
Although MasoMarble has a simple graphics style, the game requires a modern GPU and does not run on integrated graphics.
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Title: Maso Marble
Genre: Casual
Developer:
STUDIO MUNGO
Publisher:
STUDIO MUNGO
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 730

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I decided to buy this as the trailer looked interesting and also it seems like others haven't tried it nor have they reviewed it.

I'll keep this short and simple.

Pros:
The graphics quality is really decent
The levels are very good, very creatively designed and very hard, somewhat addictive.

Cons:
- The controls are pretty bad, I tested it on controller and keyboard, controller is indeed easier as the seller suggests, however it
is still bad either way. A lot of the difficulty of the game actually comes from the controlls, if the controlls were better then this
game would not only be as hard but it would also be more enjoyable.

- UI for the main menu is quite bland, i initially thought i was playing a game imported from mobile to pc, doesn't make sense to
me why the UI is like that. Could have definitely been more effort in regards to how it looks.

I think this game would have a good place as a mobile game, instead of using a joystick to control, it would instead make more
sense to me to be able to use your fingers on the screen to direct the ball.

If it hasn't done so already, i suggest a rerelease on mobile platforms and instead implement touch control.
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